
Careers for  
Geography graduates

With a Geography degree from the 
University of Exeter, you’ll be able to:

• analyse and solve problems
• gather, synthesise and critically interpret a diverse range of data
• plan and manage research projects
• develop reasoned arguments and present information orally and in writing
• employ numerical and IT skills effectively, including using specialist IT systems  
 and technology
• work as part of team

You will also develop skills in field work (especially dealing with the unexpected 
and coping with unfamiliar environments) as well as spatial, social and 
environmental awareness.

www.exeter.ac.uk/careers 
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A degree in Geography will also equip you with skills that will allow you to move into other areas 
of employment.

Here is a snapshot of the jobs, employers and further study programmes that our recent 
Geography students have progressed to soon after graduation.

A growing interest in issues such as climate change, population growth and movement, 
environmental degradation and social cohesion means that Geography is a  particularly 
relevant degree to study; graduates have both skills and knowledge which are in demand. 
The breadth of career opportunities open to Geography graduates is vast, including 
research, planning and management roles in government, the commercial sector and 
regional councils, as well as roles within not-for-profit organisations.

Where can your degree take you?

Occupations
– Land Management and  
 Conservation Adviser
– Remote Sensing Technician
– Coastal Engineer 
– GIS Archive Technician
– Sustainability Manager
– Environmental Consultant
– Transport Planner
– Trainee Ranger
– Trainee Insurance Broker
– News Producer
– Trainee Surveyor
– Management Consultant
– MOD Commercial Trainee
– Geothermal Policy Officer
– Sales and Marketing  
 Executive

Employers
– UK Hydrographic Office
– The National Trust
– Proctor & Gamble
– Coca Cola
– Cancer Research 
– British Army
– Natural England
– UNICEF
– Reckitt Benckiser
– Accenture
– Savills
– Willis Group
– Mining Searches UK
– Community Energy Plus
– Keel Toys
– Russia Today UK 

Further study
– MSc Sustainable   
 Development
– National Council of  
 Trainee Journalists
– MSc Glaciology
– MSc Hydrology and     
 Management
– Diploma in Law 
– MSc Climate Change
– MSc Food Security
– MA Surveying
– MSc Geophysical Hazards
– MSc Globalisation
– PhD Human Geography
– MA International Relations 
– PGCE Geography
– MSc Real Estate
– MSc Planning


